and other workers have advocated the method of maximum likelihood (ML) for estimating phylogenetic trees from discrete character data, particularly nucleotide sequences, in part because it is thought to be consistent, i.e., it will converge on the true tree as more and more data are accumulated. In contrast, the method of maximum parsimony is known to converge, under certain conditions, on the wrong tree as more data are added (Felsenstein, 1978 ). Felsenstein's (1973) argument for the consistency of the ML method was based on earlier work (Wald, 1949) that demonstrated that maximum likelihood estimation of statistical parameters, such as means, variances, etc., is consistent under a wide variety of conditions. This work also guarantees the consistency of the ML estimate of the branch lengths of a phylogenetic tree, given the correct tree topology and nucleotide substitution model. However, as pointed out by several workers (e.g., Nei, 1987:325; Saitou, 1988; Yang, 1994 Yang, , 1996 Yang et al, 1995; Russo et al., 1996) , these attributes do not guarantee the consistency of the ML method for estimating the tree topology. The usual ML method for estimating a tree involves finding the ML branch lengths for a given tree topology and substitution model, repeating the process for several to many other topologies, and then selecting the topology with the highest ML value as the best estimate of the true tree (Felsenstein, 1981) . Yang (1994:329-330) wrote that difficulties arise from the fact that in [this] formulation, the tree topology is treated as if it were a statistical parameter.... Yet the forms of the likelihood functions for different tree topologies are different. Branch lengths, which are themselves parameters to be estimated, depend on a specific tree topology, and branch lengths in one topology are meaningless in another. Yang (1994) developed a proof of the consistency of ML estimation of trees that takes into account the complexity of the problem. In the first part of his proof, he pointed out that there is an upper limit on likelihood, the unconstrained likelihood (Navidi et al., 1991; Goldman, 1993) , that cannot be exceeded by any tree topology. For s homologous nucleotide sequences, there are 4 s possible site patterns, sets of nucleotides for a single site. If there are n nucleotides in each sequence and we let n, = nf t be the observed number of sites with the ith site pattern, the likelihood function can be represented in the following general form (Goldman, 1993; Yang, 1994) :
where p { is the probability of the zth site pattern, given a tree topology and substitution model. The upper limit of /, the unconstrained likelihood, is found by letting all of the p's be independent parameters and setting dl/dp { = 0, subject only to the condition that Sp ; = 1. The maximum likelihood estimate of each parameter is then Pi = f if so that = 2 (3)
Thus, the upper limit of maximum likelihood is achieved if and only if the model yields probabilities p t that exactly fit the observed frequencies _/ • for all values of i. The ML value for the correct tree topology and correct model of nucleotide substitution will converge to / max as the sequence length increases. The ML value for any other topology, given the same substitution model, must be less than or equal to / max . However, as Yang (1994:332) noted, a strong proof of consistency must demonstrate that any topology other than the true one must converge to an ML value strictly less than / max . But he did not know "whether it is possible to derive a rigorous proof of this, independent of the true tree topology and the substitution model." He gave a rigorous proof for a simple tree topology and substitution model and offered an "intuitive argument" for its general truth. In the intuitive argument he wrote, Because a wrong tree must provide perfect fit to data for its likelihood to reach l max , the problem is equivalent to that of existence of a root to a system of simultaneous equations that involves more equations than the number of variables.
A perfect-fit solution to such a system is highly unlikely but not impossible. Here, I give a more rigorous general proof that applies to all tree topologies and any reversible, stationary model with constant rates of nucleotide substitution.
REVERSIBLE SUBSTITUTION MODELS
A reversible substitution model is one in which ir,Py(0 = TTJPM), where P tj (t) is the probability that nucleotide i will have been replaced by nucleotide ; after time t and TT, is the prior probability of nucleotide i (Felsenstein, 1981) . In words, the probability of observing a change from i to ; after t units of time is identical to the probability of observing a change from ; to i after the same time. In the evaluation of the likelihood of a tree, it does not matter whether we move "forward" or "backward" along the branches of the tree, i.e., the tree can be treated as unrooted. Reversibility also implies that the probability of a pairwise site pattern, for example A in sequence i and G in sequence j , is a function only of the sum of lengths, in units of time or expected number of substitutions, of the branches connecting the two sequences. This property can be demonstrated by considering the tree of Figure 1 . For a tree with three terminal sequences there are 4 3 = 64 possible site patterns. Assume that pattern i consists of nucleotides w, x, and y at some site in sequences 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Then p {/ the probability or expected frequency of pattern i, is given by the equation Pi = Prob(wxy) = 2 iTzJUt ) , (4) where z is the nucleotide at the ancestral node 0 of the whole tree and u is the nucleotide at the common ancestor of se- 
Then the probability of a pairwise site pattern will be the sum of the probabilities of all the complete site patterns that contain it. For example, the probability of a pattern for only sequences 1 and 2 will be 
A similar result follows immediately for Prob(wy), and the proof that Prob(.xy) = ir ;r P ;cy (f 2 + f 3 ) also is easily derived. The proof for three-taxon trees can be extended to trees with any number of taxa. This proof is essentially the same as Felsenstein's (1981) proof of his "pulley principle." Because the probability of a pairwise site pattern is the sum of some of the probabilities PJ of complete site patterns, two tree topologies that result in different probabilities for any of the pairwise patterns must differ in at least one p { .
CONSISTENCY OF REVERSIBLE MODELS
There is only one set of probabilities of site patterns, i.e., p { = f t that will yield Z max . Therefore, there is only one set of probabilities of pairwise site patterns that is consistent with / max . Assume that T 1 of Figure   FIGURE 2 . Two unrooted tree topologies, T a and T 2 , for n > 4 nucleotide sequences. t tj represents the length of branch j on tree i in units of time or expected number of nucleotide substitutions. Dashed lines and sequences W, X, Y, and Z are included only as points of reference.
2 is the true tree and that the branch lengths shown yield / max . Another tree, say T 2 , is distinct from Tj only if it differs from T a by at least one rearrangement that moves a terminal branch or connected group of terminal branches to the opposite side of at least one internal branch of nonzero length. In this case, there must be at least one quartet of terminal sequences with different topological arrangements on the two trees. In Figure 2 , for example, sequences 1, 2, 3, and 4 are arranged differently, relative to each other, on trees T 1 and T 2 . On T v the branch leading to sequence 1 connects to the branch leading to sequence 2 at a point between the branches leading to sequences W and X. The internal branch that connects sequences 1 and 2 and their sister sequences to sequences 3 and 4 and their sister sequences is of length t 15 > 0. On T 2 , the branch leading to sequence 1 connects to the branch leading to sequence 3 at a point between branches leading to sequences Y and Z. Any other tree, T 3/ T 4 , . . . , that is topologically different from T\ must differ by similar rearrangements for at least one quartet of terminal sequences.
For T 2 to have the same site pattern probabilities as T 1 and result in / max/ at least the following equations must be true: 
These equations cannot all be true unless at least one of t n , t 12 , t 13 , or t u and at least one of t 21 , t 22 , t 23 , or t 24 are infinite or t 15 = = 0. The former condition is trivial, and the latter is contrary to the assumption that Tj and T 2 are different. Because similar conclusions would follow for any other tree that is topologically different from T l7 only the true tree topology can converge to Z max . This is a generalization of the proof that Yang (1994) gave for a single simple tree and substitution model.
Because the proof given here is not dependent upon the number of states of the characters, it applies to reversible substitution models for any character with a finite number of states, such as amino acids (Kishino et al, 1990) .
